ABSTRACT: A theoretical analysis of the added mass of barges in restricted waters is presented. The added-mass behaviors with varying waterway and barge parameters are predicted. A numerical technique is used to solve the potential-flow boundary-value problem. The analysis assumes that the Froude number is low. A restriction that the Froude number be less than or equal to 0.1 ensures that the surface waves will be small; this corresponds to a barge speed of 8 fps (2.4 m/s). For this lowspeed condition, the added mass is unaffected by the barge speed. The separation between the barge and the wall is seen to have influence near the wall.
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Introduction Background
In a simple towing-tank experiment, the free-surface excited by the forward motion of a barge model was studied (McCormick et al. 2002) . Several rather important observations were made during this (approximately) two-dimensional (2-D) study of a rectangular barge in a narrow channel. First, when the towing speed was low enough, no dispersive surface waves were created. Instead, the free-surface elevation at the bow was found to increase as the model increased speed; at the stern, the free-surface drawdown increased with speed. This latter observation was somewhat obscured by wake effects. As the speed of the body increased, dispersive surface waves were created, producing rather interesting reactions on the model in the narrow channel.
In Phase 1 of this study (McCormick et al. 2002) , an analytical, 3-D addedmass model is presented. The analytical model is based on the low-speed freesurface behavior observed in the tank study. The Phase 2 analysis, described in this report, involves a numerical solution of the potential flow problem describing the flow around the barge in proximity to a wall.
Hydrodynamics Analysis
The mathematical model developed in this study describes a barge approaching a quay wall at angle α, as diagrammed in Figure 1 . That figure presents an overhead water plane diagram of the approaching barge on the lefthand side and its mirror image on the right-hand side. The use of the mirror image allows for the effects of the presence of the quay wall. The inertial coordinate system has its origin at the wall at the mean water level, as shown in Figure 1 . The y-axis is aligned through the center of gravity of the barge. The hydrodynamics are analyzed at the particular instant when the distance from the barge center of mass to the wall is equal to Y CM . The z-axis (not shown) points vertically out of the water. Note that the barge is in motion in this study, while the coordinate system is fixed in space.
Chapter 1 For the general case considered here, it can be assumed that the barge has a constant acceleration (or deceleration), or that the barge is running at a constant speed. Hence, the barge speed is 
Boundary value problem
The analysis uses a potential flow formulation of the problem. If the fluid is assumed to be incompressible (which is true for water in the conditions of interest to this problem) and if the flow is assumed to be irrotational (which is a valid assumption outside the boundary layer surrounding the body), the fluid velocity can be written as U = ∇φ The boundary conditions specify that there is no flow normal to a boundary surface. These boundary surfaces include the body surface, the wall surface, and the bottom surface. On the body surface, the normal component of the fluid velocity must equal the normal component of the body's velocity. This can be expressed mathematically as 
V
Finally, the radiation boundary condition specifies that the velocity potential approaches zero far from the body, so that
where r is the radial distance from the body.
The hydrodynamic analysis assumes that the barge is moving at low speed. This is quantified by the Froude number, which is gL V = Fr (6) where V and L are the speed and the length of the barge, respectively, and g is the acceleration due to gravity.
For a small Froude number, which is valid for low speeds, the water surface acts like a rigid barrier. This is accomplished by reflecting the body surface about the water surface (see Figure 2 ). Doing so satisfies the boundary condition that there is no flow across the water surface. The wall and bottom boundary conditions are satisfied by similar reflections. A mirror image of the barge and its images imposes a no-flow condition across the wall. The bottom reflection ensures that there is no flow across the channel (or river) floor.
Solution
A Green's function is used to solve this boundary value problem. In this case, the Green's function is given by
where r is the distance between the points x and ξ . The points x and ξ can be anywhere in the fluid domain; typically, x is a point in the fluid outside the body, while ξ is a point on the surface of the body. This function satisfies the governing equation and the boundary conditions. Physically, it is the velocity potential at point due to a unit source at point (Figure 2 ) are used to satisfy the free-surface, bottom, and wall boundary conditions. The body boundary condition is satisfied using the method described below.
The velocity potential is represented as the potential due to a source distribution over the body surface S. Thus, the velocity potential at point is
where σ is the source density distribution over the surface S. The normal velocity due to this source distribution is
The πσ 2 − term arises because the derivative in the integrand becomes singular when ξ approaches . This term is the value of the integral in the neighborhood of x x , and the integral is evaluated for the rest of the body surface. To satisfy the body boundary condition, this fluid velocity must satisfy Equation 4, so that
The body surface is discretized into quadrilateral panels in order to solve the problem for bodies of arbitrary geometry, as sketched in Figure 3 . This allows the integral in Equation 9 to be approximated by a sum, and leads to a system of algebraic equations. These equations are solved numerically by the FORTRAN computer program presented in Appendix A (Section 1). The code currently uses 300 elements to approximate the surface of the physical barge. With the reflections due to the bottom, wall, and water surface, this increases the number of elements 12-fold. Since the reflected geometry is, by definition, symmetric about the wall and water-surface planes, one could revise the program code to take advantage of these symmetries, using only a quarter of the reflected elements. Since the computational resources required increase with the square of the number of elements, significant savings could be realized. However, for the simple barge geometries used in this study, the computational demands were modest enough to make this revision unnecessary. With the source distribution solved, one can then calculate the velocity potential and the fluid velocity at any point in the fluid domain. These expressions will be used to obtain the added mass excited by the physical barge.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Analysis of Kinetic Energy and Added Mass
As derived by Karamcheti (1966) and other books dealing with advanced fluid mechanics, the kinetic energy of a potential flow, T, that is caused by a body traveling at a speed V is mathematically expressed as 2 1 2 2
where ρ is the mass density of the ambient water and m w is the added mass. The added mass, then, is
Thus, with the velocity potential determined, the added mass can be calculated. Finally, this can be expressed as an "added weight" by multiplying by g, the acceleration due to gravity. Note that this quantity is traditionally calculated as a mass. However, for the present study, it is expressed as a weight, to facilitate comparison with measurements in units of force.
Results
Equation 12 is applied to the jumbo open-hopper barge (JOHB) in this report; calculations are performed using the FORTRAN programs listed in Appendix A. A comparison of one of the parametric conditions for the JOHB is made with the standard open-hopper barge (SOHB). Since the geometries of the two barges are similar, the behaviors with the parameters are also similar. For the two barges, the values listed in Table 1 apply. 1 The loaded draft is used as the standard, assumed to be 10 ft; the unloaded draft is assumed to be 3 ft.
Effect of Barge Speed in Open Waters
Since the barge speed is assumed to have low values in confined waterways, the maximum speed value used herein is 4 fps (1.2 m/s). The added weight (m w g) is presented in Figure 4 as a function of barge speed for the loaded JOHB traveling in open waters, where the operating water depth (h) is 18 ft. The JOHB parametric values are in Table 1 . The added weight is chosen so that a direct comparison can be made with the displacement tonnage of the barge.
Effect of Water Depth in Open Waters
In Figure 5 , the added weight is shown as a function of water depth at a position well away from the wall. Again, the parameters used are those of the loaded JOHB in Table 1 . Speed (ft / s) 
Effect of Barge-Wall Separation and Barge Load
Because of the rake angle of the bow, the only separation effect occurs when the barge travels parallel to the quay wall. The wall effect extends only several feet from the wall, as can be seen in the results presented in Figure 6 . Hence, for all but the smallest of approach angles (α), there is no wall effect, according to the theory. This is due to the low barge speed. The results are presented for the JOHB under both loaded and unloaded conditions. Figure 6 . Wall-distance effect on the added weight of the loaded and unloaded JOHB traveling parallel to the wall in 18 ft of water at a speed of 3 fps with a rake angle of 45 deg (Here, Y a is the distance between the wall-side front corner of the barge and the wall, measured perpendicular to the wall)
Rake Angle Effect
Although the rake angle of both the JOHB and the SOHB is fixed, the effect of rake angle is presented in Figure 7 . The added weight is seen to be greatest for the barge with a plumb bow (θ = 90 deg). The results shown in this figure demonstrate why barges at the front of a flotilla usually have rake angles less than 90 deg. The purpose of this exercise is to help barge designers determine an optimum configuration. Bow and stern rake angle (degrees) 
Comparison of JOHB and SOHB
In this case, the JOHB and SOHB are compared under loaded conditions, operating in 18 ft of open water, at a speed of 3 fps. For the JOHB, the added weight is 1,548 tons; for the SOHB, the value is 1,179 tons (see Appendix B). Although the scale factors for the two barges differ for both length and width, the behaviors shown in Figures 4-7 can be expected to be similar for the SOHB.
Chapter 2 Results
Discussion and Conclusions
During Phase 1 of this study, a box-lighter barge model is towed in the wave/towing tank at The Johns Hopkins University, as discussed in McCormick et al. (2002) . The barge model spanned the tank, approximating a barge of infinite beam (2-D). The barge is accelerated perpendicular to the wall at the end of the tank using a gravity towing system; a digital camera is used to study the free surface. Complicated dynamics are observed as the barge approaches the wall, prompting further study. An approximate solution of the potential-flow problem of the barge in proximity to the wall is formulated by assuming the free-surface profile observed during the towing tests. Because the tests approximated 2-D flow, a behavior of free surface in the third dimension (in the direction of the beam) is assumed. Then, the added mass is calculated from empirical measurements of the free surface, not directly. This analysis has significant limitations, and results were limited to a maximum barge speed of 4 fps. A less-restrictive, fully 3-D solution to the problem is pursued in the present analysis, Phase 2.
The objective of the present study is to numerically model the added mass of a barge operating in restricted waters, i.e., waters of finite depth that are bounded by a vertical wall. To model the hydrodynamics as a potential-flow problem, it is assumed that the fluid flow is incompressible and irrotational. Furthermore, the model is based on the assumption of a low Froude number (see Equation 6 ). The barge speed is low enough that the surface waves are small in comparison to the barge length. This low-Froude number assumption would be invalid for calculations of radiation damping, for instance, which is highly dependent on speed. However, for the speeds likely to be experienced by the barges of interest (7 fps at the absolute maximum), this assumption is believed to be valid for added-mass calculations. A restriction that the Froude number be less than 0.1 ensures that the wave drag and, thus, the surface waves are negligible, as seen for example in Comstock (1967) . This restriction corresponds to a maximum barge speed of 8 fps.
In an attempt to assess the numerical added-mass calculations, comparisons were made with experimental and analytical results presented in Garrison (1974) . Most added-mass calculations deal with the hydrodynamics of ships oscillating in water waves; few applications involve nonoscillatory motion, as in the present study. For the simplified geometry of a hemisphere oscillating in water, Garrison
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Chapter 3 Discussions and Conclusions shows that the normalized added mass [m w /(ρr 3 ), where ρ is the mass density of the fluid and r is the radius of the hemisphere] goes to π / 3 as the frequency of oscillation goes to zero. Numerical calculations are shown to give the same result. The program designed for barge added-mass calculations was modified to calculate the added mass of a hemisphere, for comparison with these analytical and numerical results. The modified program code is shown in Appendix A (Section 3). Appendix B (Section 3) shows a sample calculation of the added mass of a hemisphere. The normalized added mass is found to be 0.81, a difference of 23 percent from the analytical and numerical results presented by Garrison (1974) .
The numerical solution to the problem allows for the body geometry to be arbitrary. Currently, the FORTRAN code restricts the barge to having vertical sides and a flat bottom; the bow and stern rake angles are variable. The length, draft, beam, and angles are all parameters that may be varied. For the JOHB and SOHB, the program discretizes the body surface into approximately 60 panels. This number is found to be a good compromise between convergence of the solution and computational efficiency. If barges of significantly different geometry are to be studied, the FORTRAN code should be modified to find the optimal number of panels.
The predicted effect of the barge speed on the added weight can be seen in Figure 4 for the JOHB operating in open waters where the water depth is 18 ft. With the low-Froude number assumption, the added weight is essentially constant in the speed regime considered here. This seems counterintuitive, but physically, it means that the barge is accelerating roughly the same amount of water around it as it moves. The kinetic energy of that accelerated water is much greater, since that is proportional to the square of the velocity. Furthermore, this result implies that if one were to accelerate (or decelerate) the barge, the water would exert an inertial force on the barge that is proportional to the acceleration, not the velocity.
The effects of water depth on the added weight are shown in Figure 5 for the JOHB traveling at 3 fps in 18-ft-deep open waters. For the depths studied, the added weight is seen to decrease with depth, in disagreement with the Phase 1 result. This is more intuitive, since as the depth approaches the draft of the barge, the barge must accelerate nearly all of the water in front of and behind it.
In Figure 6 , the effect of the separation distance (Y a ) between the quay wall and the JOHB traveling parallel to the wall is shown. It can be seen in that figure that the wall effect at a 3-fps barge speed is observed only in close proximity to the wall, for both loaded and unloaded conditions. The effect of varying the rake angle (θ ) of the bow and stern of the JOHB is seen in Figure 7 . As expected, the added mass is smaller for a raked barge (θ bow = θ stern = 45 deg) than for a box-lighter (θ bow = θ stern = 90 deg).
The added weight values presented here are orders of magnitude greater than those presented in the Phase 1 report. For example, for the JOHB traveling in 18-ft-deep open waters at 3 fps, the added weight is 77 percent of the barge's weight
Chapter 3 Discussions and Conclusions 13 from the Phase 2 calculations, as opposed to 0.2 percent from the Phase 1 calculations. Physically, this means that, in the first case, the barge's motion accelerates a volume of water equal to 77 percent of the barge's displacement volume. This value is in line with previous experimental results. The Phase 2 analysis is considered superior to the Phase 1 analysis, as expected, because it solves the complete boundary-value problem without using empirical data.
The analysis presented herein has significant assumptions, but these assumptions are believed to be reasonable for the design conditions. The analysis presented herein is considered to be superior to the potential theories that were based on 2-D models, as reported by Wendel (1956) and Brennen (1982) . The numerical analysis of Phase 2 allows for arbitrary barge geometries, and does not rely on empirical results, as did the Phase 1 analysis.
There is no theoretical hurdle in the way of extending the present analysis to a flotilla of barges. With some work, the program code could be modified to distribute panels over several barges, including their reflections. A practical consideration that may prove troublesome would be the computing demands of such an analysis. However, it is possible to make use of planes of symmetry to reduce the number of computations. READ(*,*) alpha alpha= alpha *degrees2radians c WRITE(*,*) 'Enter approximate # of elements along the length:' c READ(*,*) xElements C ***** Note: xElements is set to 5. This provides an optimal C number of elements for the JOHB and SOHB. For other barge C geometries, xElements should be re-optimized. DO 20 i= 1, xElements nodes(4*elements +1,1)= x nodes(4*elements +1,2)= y nodes(4*elements +1,3)= z nodes(4*elements +2,1)= x +deltaX nodes(4*elements +2,2)= y nodes(4*elements +2,3)= z nodes(4*elements +3,1)= x +deltaX nodes(4*elements +3,2)= y nodes(4*elements +3,3)= z -deltaZ nodes(4*elements +4,1)= x nodes(4*elements +4,2)= y nodes(4*elements +4,3)= z -deltaZ elements= elements +1 x= x +deltaX 20 CONTINUE z= z -deltaZ 10 CONTINUE C ***** +x side deltaX= deltaZ /TAN((thetaBow+thetaStern)/2.) x= length /2. z= 0.
DO 30 j=1, zElements y= beam /2. DO 40 i= 1, xElements nodes(4*elements +1,1)= x nodes(4*elements +1,2)= y nodes(4*elements +1,3)= z nodes(4*elements +2,1)= x nodes(4*elements +2,2)= y -deltaY nodes(4*elements +2,3)= z nodes(4*elements +3,1)= x -deltaX nodes(4*elements +3,2)= y -deltaY nodes(4*elements +3,3)= z -deltaZ nodes(4*elements +4,1)= x -deltaX nodes(4*elements +4,2)= y nodes(4*elements +4,3)= z -deltaZ elements= elements +1 y= y -deltaY 40 CONTINUE DO 60 i= 1, xElements nodes(4*elements +1,1)= x nodes(4*elements +1,2)= y nodes(4*elements +1,3)= z nodes(4*elements +2,1)= x -deltaX nodes(4*elements +2,2)= y nodes(4*elements +2,3)= z nodes(4*elements +3,1)= x -deltaX nodes(4*elements +3,2)= y nodes(4*elements +3,3)= z -deltaZ nodes(4*elements +4,1)= x nodes(4*elements +4,2)= y nodes(4*elements +4,3)= z -deltaZ elements= elements +1 x= x -deltaX 60 CONTINUE z= z -deltaZ 50 CONTINUE C ***** -x side deltaX= deltaZ /TAN((thetaBow+thetaStern)/2.) x= -length /2. z= 0.
DO 70 j=1, zElements y= -beam /2. DO 80 i= 1, xElements nodes(4*elements +1,1)= x nodes(4*elements +1,2)= y nodes(4*elements +1,3)= z nodes(4*elements +2,1)= x
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Appendix A FORTRAN Computer Code nodes(4*elements +2,2)= y +deltaY nodes(4*elements +2,3)= z nodes(4*elements +3,1)= x +deltaX nodes(4*elements +3,2)= y +deltaY nodes(4*elements +3,3)= z -deltaZ nodes(4*elements +4,1)= x +deltaX nodes(4*elements +4,2)= y nodes(4*elements +4,3)= z -deltaZ elements= elements +1 y= y +deltaY 80 CONTINUE 0 x= x +deltaX z= z -deltaZ 70 CONTINUE C ***** -z side y= beam /2. z= -draft deltaX= ( length -2. *draft /TAN(thetaBow) ) /xElements DO 90 j=1, zElements x= -length /2. + draft /TAN(thetaStern) DO 100 i= 1, xElements nodes(4*elements +1,1)= x nodes(4*elements +1,2)= y nodes(4*elements +1,3)= z nodes(4*elements +2,1)= x +deltaX nodes(4*elements +2,2)= y nodes(4*elements +2,3)= z nodes(4*elements +3,1)= x +deltaX nodes(4*elements +3,2)= y -deltaY nodes(4*elements +3,3)= z nodes(4*elements +4,1)= x nodes(4*elements +4,2)= y -deltaY nodes(4*elements +4,3)= z elements= elements +1 x= x +deltaX 100 CONTINUE INTEGER maxElements PARAMETER (maxElements= 1000) REAL pi, rho, g, degrees2radians, feet2meters, kg2tons REAL r, dummy REAL depth, speed, alpha, wallDistance REAL theta, deltaTheta, rho1, rho2, arc, beta, deltaBeta ! conversion factor C ***** Barge input WRITE(*,*) 'Enter hemisphere radius, ft:' READ(*,*) r r=r *feet2meters WRITE(*,*) 'Enter barge speed, ft/s:' READ(*,*) speed speed= speed *feet2meters WRITE(*,*) 'Do you want to consider wall and bottom distances?' WRITE(*,*) 'Enter 1 for yes, 0 for no:' READ(*,*) wallFlag IF (wallFlag .EQ. 0) GO TO 1 WRITE(*,*) 'Enter water depth, ft:' READ(*,*) depth depth= depth *feet2meters
Appendix A FORTRAN Computer Code A13 WRITE(*,*) 'Enter barge distance from wall, ft:' READ(*,*) wallDistance wallDistance= wallDistance *feet2meters WRITE(*,*) 'Enter barge angle to wall, degrees:' WRITE(*,*) '(0 = parallel, 90 = perpendicular)' READ(*,*) alpha alpha= alpha *degrees2radians 1 WRITE(*,*) 'Enter approximate # of elements along the draft:' READ(*,*) zElements c ***** Note: zElements is set to 5. This provides an optimal C number of elements for the JOHB and SOHB. For other barge C geometries, xElements should be re-optimized. betaElements= NINT( 2. *pi *rho2 /arc ) deltaBeta= 2. *pi /betaElements z1= -r *COS(theta) z2= -r *COS(theta +deltaTheta) beta= 0.
DO 20 i= 1, betaElements C ***** for spherical element areas: area(elements+1)= (rho1 +rho2)/2. *deltaBeta *r *deltaTheta c write(*,*) 'beta =', beta nodes(4*elements +1,1)= rho1 *COS(beta) nodes(4*elements +1,2)= rho1 *SIN(beta) nodes(4*elements +1,3)= z1
nodes(4*elements +2,1)= rho1 *COS(beta +deltaBeta) nodes(4*elements +2,2)= rho1 *SIN(beta +deltaBeta) nodes(4*elements +2,3)= z1
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Appendix A FORTRAN Computer Code nodes(4*elements +3,1)= rho2 *COS(beta +deltaBeta) nodes(4*elements +3,2)= rho2 *SIN(beta +deltaBeta) nodes(4*elements +3,3)= z2 nodes(4*elements +4,1)= rho2 *COS(beta) nodes(4*elements +4,2)= rho2 *SIN ( 
